Millennials for Nuclear Launch Initiative on Human Capital and Nuclear Energy

Meeting the challenge of human capital for the future of U.S. nuclear energy is the focus of a discussion series being inaugurated by the Millennials for Nuclear (M4N) with a kick-off planned in conjunction with a U.S. Department of Energy-organized Millennials Day on October 19 in Washington DC.

Advanced reactor trailblazer Harlan Bowers, President of X-energy, will be the featured discussant at a working lunch sponsored by the Millennials, which is an initiative of the U.S. Nuclear Infrastructure Council. X-energy is an advanced nuclear reactor design and TRISO-based fuel fabrication company currently developing a high temperature gas-cooled pebble bed modular reactor.

The Millennials for Nuclear event follows a "conversation" with U.S. Energy Secretary Rick Perry at the Department of Energy, which includes M4N's co-chairs. The day concludes with a "Millennials Nuclear Caucus" reception hosted by NEI.

Millennials For Nuclear's (M4N) mission is to build a strong network of young professionals and students to promote the future of nuclear energy and the next-generation workforce.

Millennials For Nuclear's goals include: establishing an inaugural group in the Nation's Capital that is recognized by the nuclear industry, NGO's and government agencies; laying groundwork for development of other regional millennial hubs; and establishing a national Steering Committee compiled of key constituencies.
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